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Faces 
~r· -he man ran desperately along the road. His heartbeat sounded in his 

ears in time with his echoing feet on the iron-hard, icy ground. Sweat 
J. poured into his eyes though the night was bitterly cold. The headlights 

f cars going the other way swept past him. No cars seemed to be going his 0 . 
way. His desperation grew. 

At last, the sound of a car came from behind him. He stepped into the road and 
into the glare of its headlamps, waving his arms and hardly caring for his safety. 

The car drew to a halt and the man opened the passenger door. 

"For God's sake take me to the next town," he gasped. 

The driver wore a heavy overcoat, a hat pulled low over his face and a woollen 
scarf. 

"Certainly," he said in a level, smooth voice. 

For some minutes the journey proceeded quietly. The muffled figure behind the 
wheel drove speedily along the straight, dark road. His new passenger regained 
his breath and some of his composure. 

A t length the driver spoke. Once again there could be noticed the calm 
evenness in his voice. 

"Tell me, sir - for indeed I could not help but notice the state you 
were in when I stopped for you - the cause of your distress." 
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The passenger gulped. For a moment it seemed ~s . 
though he was unwilling to say anything about hrs experience:. 
Then - in the warm, steadily-driven car, insulated from the evils 
of the dark night outside - he relaxed. 
"Very well," he said. "My own car broke down about three 
miles back along the road. I was unable to do anything without 
help. I realised I was miles from anywhere; no traffic seemed 
willing to stop for me. It seemed my only course was to walk 
until I found a house where I might either obtain help or 
make a telephone call. 
''l\fter walking for about half a mile, I saw a house standing 
back from the road. It was dark, thatched, ivy-covered -
seemingly deserted. Nevertheless, it seemed worth enquiring 
there, in case it was inhabited. Therefore I went up to the front 
door and knocked at it. To my surprise, it was opened at once. 

((1·· n the darkness stood a person - I judged her to be a woman 
,. ' - holding a candle which revealed nothing of her but only 

the bare floorboards and walls of the entrance hall. 

'Come inside,' she said to me. 

The woman beckoned to me and turned away. I followed her. A 
man's voice, in tones of sweet reasonableness, called from another room. 

'Who is it, my dear?' 

In an equally soft voice, the woman answered, 'It is he 
whom we have expected.' 

"It was then that I should have 
run from that accursed 
place for ever. But I did 
not. For I felt thankful at 
having found shelter with 
people who sounded so 
pleasant, so kind. 



led into a room which once again was in darkness lit only by faint 
11

1 
was . . . . , 

nlight which filtered in through curtamless, leaded windows. The shape 
~

00 rnan could be seen standing behind a table, placed on which I could just 
0 ake out the outlines of an oil lamp. The woman moved away from me to 
rna h. 

nd beside 1m. sta 
"for a moment, there was complete silence and stillness. 
"Then the man leant forward. He lit the oil lamp. Its warm, yellow light threw 
leaping shadows around the ro~~- I looked round at the features of the room 
now revealed - the beamed ceiling, the oak table, the heavy, carved chairs. 
Then I looked at my new companions, now that I had light to see them with. {{A, nd then my face froze into horror and my voice formed itself into 

. a wordless scream. 
· "For the faces of both the man and the woman were the same. 

No mouth. No nose. No eyes. They were smooth, bare, featureless - as eggs. 
"Without thinking twice, I turned and ran - out of the house, onto the road, 
carrying on the way I had been going before; desperate for help, for consolation, 
for assurance that I had been merely the victim of a mistake, a practical 
joke, an hallucination, perhaps a nightmare. 
"And then, as if in answer to a prayer, you stop for me and I 
am back in the world of normality." 
He settled back into the front seat of the 
car as it sped smoothly onward. 

The driver's hand stayed 
calmly on the steering wheel. 
For the first ti me si nee the 
passenger had commenced 
his story, he spoke. 
"You say their faces had 
no features on them: they 
were, in fact, quite blank?" 
"Yes " said the passenger. • f ' . d with his left hand removed his scar. 
The driver turned to his companion an 

"V l"k th" 7" ,ou mean, 1 e is. bl k d smooth and featureless as A face as an an 
No mouth. No nose. No eyes. 
an egg. 
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1. Why did the car stop for the man? 
2. Why was the passenger out of breath? 
3. Why had the passenger gone to the house for help? '.i' ~ iii;; 

4. Describe the house. 
5. The story is modern, but what is not modern about the house? 

--- - -----=------- ~ --.::~---. 
Choose the word closest in ~ ~ ;;-;;; the underlined word. I 
1. Insulated from the evils of the dark 4. "I should have run from that I 

night outside, he relaxed. accursed place for ever." 
(a) Subjected (b) Fortified (a) sinister (b) murky I 
(c) Protected (d) Excused (c) derelict (d) doomed I 

2. It looked as if the house was 5. "I was desperate for help, for 
inhabited. ~;:~ -~ consolation." 
(a) desolate (b) hazardous (a) misery (b) comfort 
(c) vacant (d) occupied (c) assistance (d) kindness 

3. The tone of the man's voice 6. Maybe the oasis I saw in the desert 
was full of reasonableness. __ was just an hallucination. 
(a) sensibleness (b) madness (a) trick (b) illusion 
(c) irritation (d) wickedness (c) hoax (d) prank 

Choose the most suitable word for each sentence. 

1. The rabbit was blinded by the 4. You can _____ a lot of 
_____ of the torch. (shine, information by reading. 
noise, glare, melody) (obtain, provide, glare, assign) 

2. She was so cold that she 5. With a nod of his head he 
____ herself up in a blanket. ' _____ me to enter. 
(threw, muffled, regained, (prevented, forced, beckoned, 
revealed) deserted) . 

3. After conceding two goals, the team 
regained their _____ to 
draw. (consolation, features, ball, 
composure) 

6· The class gave the teacher 

~v~ry ----:--- that they would 
e ave. (composure, insurance, 

assurance, effort) 
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B
etween the lines. Choose the co - ------.__.____ rrect answer. 

1. The passenger was probably reluctant 
to talk about the experience 
(a) in case the driver was also one 

of those faceless people. 
(b) in case the driver mightn't 

believe him. 
(c) in case he would frighten the 

driver. 
(d) in case the driver would tell 

somebody else. 
2. The woman's face couldn't be seen 

at the door because 
(a) it was covered with a scarf. 
(b) it was too dark. 

!~\ :~old fashioned furniture. 
en the woman said "It. h wh , 1s e 
om we have expected." 

4. The twist at the end of the story is 
(a) that it was all a dream. 
(b) that the driver also had a 

featureless face. 
(c) that the passenger also had a 

featureless face. 
(d) that the car arrived back at the 

thatched house. 
5. Which one of the following is NOT 

likely to have happened next? 
(a) The driver took the passenger 

back to the house. (c) she was wearing a hat. 
(d) she was looking down. 

1
3. The first clue the man got that the 

house was weird was 

1 (a) the candles and oil lamps. 

(b) The driver killed the passenger. 
(c) The driver-went with the 

passenger to the police for help. 
(d) The driver turned the I (b) the voices of the man and 

woman. 

Grammar 

Rewrite these sentences using has or have. 

passenger's face the same as 
his own. 

1. He _ _ to _ _ a computer at home for work. 
2. I __ a dog but my friend __ a cat. 
3. A turkey __ two legs but a cat __ four. 
4. Fish __ scales but birds __ feathers. 
5. II b d __ any o y seen my pencil case?" asked Betty. 

Stories can be put into a GENRE (category). 
Examples - Detective, Fantasy, Fiction, 
Science Fiction, Horror, War, Humour, 
Mystery, Crime, Adventure, Fairy Tale, Folk 
Tale, Thriller. Put all the stories that you 
have read so far in this book into genres. 

I 'Faces' is a spine-chilling 
story. Write your own 

\ scary story. Don't put 
a title on it until you're 
finished and don't forget 
the three Ps! 
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